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F

ascination with the paranormal has been growing by leaps
and bounds in the US over the last twenty-five years. One
specific segment of that genre—near-death experiences—
might be considered the “grandfather” of that fascination and
for the most part has been labeled as questionable, if not demonic, by a majority of conservative Christians. And while that
may be the proper attitude with which to approach this phenomena in general, biblical Christians may want to reconsider
their stance in regard to one book: HeavenVision.

T

erry James, a highly respected and biblically grounded
minister within conservative Bible Prophecy circles, has
penned what can only be described as an unique report of
“the afterlife,” after his own near-death experience in which
he clinically died three different times on Good Friday, April
22, 2011. James, prompted by his mother to write a book on
heaven, mused to himself how spectacular it would be if he
could experience death, see over into the heavenly realm and
return to write about it. And, as he says in his book, one must
be careful what one asks for.
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W

ith his own experience and personal accounts of others who have experienced those like his, James relates
a definitive, biblically sound exposition of the believer’s future
inheritance.

TERRY JAMES is author, general editor
and co-author of more than twenty books
on Bible prophecy, hundreds of thousands
of which have been sold worldwide. He is
a frequent lecturer on the study of endtime phenomena, and interviews often
with national and international media
topics involving world issues and events
as they related to Bible prophecy. His is
partner and general editor in the www.
raptureready.com website, which was
recently rated as the number one Bible
prophecy website on the Internet.
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KEY MARKETING POINTS
Subject Matter :
• Being a “PK” (preacher’s kid) carries with it
certain responsibilities and stigmas that other kids
are not familiar with.
• The families of men and women called of God
to special purposes are not immune to the same
trials and tribulations that other families face.
• All men of God, both biblical and modern- day,
are created equally; they all have “feet of clay,”
despite the call upon their lives.

Promotion:
• ICON will promote this title with a marketing
campaign using banner ads, email blast and media sheet promotion, to both our ABA and CBA
sales channels.
• ICON's Marketing Department will develop
and produce news worthy copy, and distribute to
its blogging partners and web affiliates.
• ICON will identify specialty accounts and
market to those, as well.
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